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Tells how to avoid common investment mistakes,
introduces basic principles of investing, and discusses
various types of investments
Do you struggle with getting things done? Ever feel like
you never have enough time? Everyone has been in this
position. The key is learning and ACTING on time
strategies to help take control of your time and your
life.Inside learn strategies to help you take control of your
time and your life. It may just change your life forever.
This is a goldmine of ideas, advice and techniques from
one of the world’s leading writers on management and
leadership. It brings together all of John Adair’s thinking
on leadership, teambuilding, creativity and innovation,
problem-solving, motivation, communication and timemanagement. Full of practical guidance experience and
insight, it’s packed with a large number of charts,
diagrams and forms. This is a repackaged and updated
edition of the best-selling John Adair Handbook.
Real help for real people! Solid step-by-step guidance
shows how to move confidently into the future. Practical,
down-to-earth wisdom teaches you how to take charge
of the crucial choices and challenges you'll meet along
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treatment, behavior management, strategies for helping
children succeed at school and in social situations, and
information on advances in research.
With more than twelve years' experience treating its
sufferers and seeing the nation's health-care system
come up short, Dr. Peter Abaci developed innovative
treatments that have helped thousands better their lives
in dramatic ways—techniques he now offers in this book
for the first time.
Revised edtion of The new leader's 100-day action plan,
2011.
When you start a new managerial role, there is an inevitable
contrast between what you believed you would find and what
you're actually faced with. And Now What? helps you manage
this gap between expectation and reality, ensuring that you
get off to the best possible start in your new job. This book is
structured in two parts, and it begins by offering readers a
panoramic perspective of what a 'landing' entails in terms of
personal self-leadership and managing people and
uncertainty. The first part of the book reviews the process of
taking charge in your new role, from preparation through to
implementation. The second part presents a range of case
studies arranged in order of increasing professional
responsibility, allowing the reader to take a trip from the first
stages of a professional leader's life to the highest
responsibilities of a chairperson's role - experiencing
changes, promotions, exits, internationalizations and take-offs
along the way. The most important thing for a leader is not to
discover how to motivate, but to better understand their
reasons for motivating others. In this way, you can think of
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It is time to stop Conflict
feeling lostManagement
and confused in the sea of
productivity tools and time management methods you have at
your disposal. Take charge of your life now and look forward
to a fulfilled and happier you at work and in your life!"Take
Charge Now! Effective Time Management - 5 Steps To An
Organized, Fulfilled And Happier You At Work And In Your
Life", offers you tips that you can put into action immediately.
It will help you to understand why and how to take charge of
your time and turn the negative situations into positive
situations. This book also aims to show you how you can use
time management effectively to make the most of your time,
accomplish as much as you want to accomplish, fill your life
with extraordinary experiences and memories, and, in the
end, have the happy and fulfilled life you so desire to have.In
addition, this book includes: *The 5 step-by-step secrets most
people will never know about managing time effectively *"To
use or not to use?" Simple rules on time management that
goes beyond the basic *How to drive your productivity, so you
feel more positive at work and in your life *4 strategies you
need to know for the "everything else" that matters in life
*How to adapt and manage your life effectively so you can
have the fulfilled and happy life you desire *And much, much
more...Start your journey to manage your time effectively and
find some way to pursue a fruitful career, a joyful home, and a
well-rounded, well-lived life today!
Whether you need a career check-up, or you are actively
seeking a new profession, this Infoline may be the ticket to
help you take charge of your career prospects. This issue
provides tips and tools to help you understand your personal
and professional needs. It can help you prepare to execute a
career move, or simply to survive the search for a new job.
You will find a sample resume along with checklists on setting
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TODAY IS THE Conflict
DAY, TAKE
CHARGE OF YOUR TEAM!
Team management is important, but it isn't about being
important. It's about being there for your team members when
they need you and overseeing the project from a managerial
point of view That means that you need to have a lot of skills
including the ones shown in this book. Your team can only be
as effective as you are. There is nowhere to throw blame
when you are a team manager because the buck rests with
you. However, when you do succeed as a team manager or
leader, what you find is that your team members will follow
your lead and will do so with added enthusiasm if they see
that you have enthusiasm and vision to get a job done. The
idea behind writing this book was to use my experience to
help those starting out and to be able to give useful and
sound advice. There are many corporate style books on
leadership. What makes mine different is that it's written by
someone who has been where you are currently standing,
and who understands your difficulty with being faced with the
job of team leader for the first time. Walk through the pages
and learn how it's done. It's actually easier than you may
imagine, once you know what it is that you need to be doing.
In this book you will learn how to: Effectively communicate
with your team Allocate and delegate Identify your teams
strengths and weaknesses Develop your coaching skills
Conflict Resolution And much, much more
Don't Miss this New Approach to Budgeting, Making Money
and Investing Money There's no denying it; with all of the
personal finance books available, even the ones that are
supposed to be simple to understand, you are still feeling
disempowered financially, aren't you? How do you view
money management; boring, difficult and hard or something
that should be handled by professionals? Well Empowered
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Imagine actually reading a personal finance book that takes
into account the feminine and masculine energy of money
management. You discover 26 money management hacks
that are simple, creative and fun. Yes, fun! Here is a brief
sampling of what this personal finance book covers: 12 PowerPositioning questions you must begin with that sets you up for
financial success. 11 Easy Steps to creating a budget that
works for you not against you. The Power of PRACTICAL
Creativity: How to save money without sacrificing your
personal flare. THE WORST number in Money Management
and how to protect yourself from it. Warning for all married
people: How your in-laws secretly sabotage your financial
freedom and the steps you need to turn that around.
Empowered Financially: 26 Money Management Hacks to
Take Charge of Your Personal Finances is a Book that
Everyone Needs to Read Buy a book for your own personal
finance awareness or send one as a gift to a young person
heading off to college or to newlyweds. This is one of the best
personal finance books; especially for people who avoid
learning about personal finance because they can't relate,
believe they are not good with money, think it is too hard or
they don't have time to manage their money. You don't need
a Kindle device to buy this book and read it. You can
download the free app and use it on whatever device you
own; it is that simple. Amazon does things right; that you can
trust! Tags: saving, budgeting, money, investing, finance,
debt, planning
Explains how federal employees can be promoted or obtain
higher level government jobs, offering assessment and
evaluation tools to help federal workers identify, obtain, and
demonstrate the skills and experience needed for promotion.
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"This successful guide has already helped many
tens of thousands of readers understand and
manage out-of-control anger in all its forms, from
passive-aggression to all-out rage. Dr. Robert Nay
presents an effective six-step program grounded in
the proven techniques of cognitive-behavioral
therapy. Self-quizzes and exercises show how to
immediately recognize anger's triggers and early
warning signs--and master cooling-off strategies that
work in the heat of the moment. By learning specific
ways to defuse conflict and express their feelings
calmly, readers can put a lid on destructive anger
while appropriately asserting their needs. The
revised second edition includes a new chapter on
resolving longstanding resentments, plus updated
examples and resources"-Ever think budgeting and personal finance is boring
and difficult AF? I did when I first started out, and
this is the book I wish I had a decade ago, to teach
me with visuals, screenshots and actual information
that is actually appealing, useful and makes me
excited to want to learn as much as possible about
my money. This book covers a wide range of topics:
WEALTHWhat is being rich?Who is rich and how did
they get there?SAVINGSHow to budget, and three
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savings?Why saving money is freedom and not a
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prison sentenceSPENDINGGive yourself a
breakDifference between being broke, rich, and
being poorWhy we spend and tips on how to combat
impulsive shopping and spendingWhere spending
brings you the most happinessHow to figure out your
ideal lifeINVESTINGHow to get started in investing
and how much you needInvesting basics and
termsHow to analyze a stockIs real estate a surefire
investment?How can an older person start late and
still retire?CAREERHow to negotiate, step-by-step
scriptsStarting a business - should you
incorporate?... and it is more than enough to get you
started on the path of wealth
Unlock your product management potential and
achieve breakthrough performance for your products
and company! If you're looking for an effective and
proven approach to product management - one that
recognizes that the majority of product managers
enter the field with little or no training and must learn
through trial and error - this is the book for you. Take
Charge Product Management guides you step-bystep along the product management path with tips,
tactics, and tools to make you and your products
more successful. Whether you're a new or
experienced product manager, or a seasoned
executive leading a team of product managers, this
hands-on guide arms you with best practices to
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your value. "Take Charge Product Management is a
Management Conflict Management
great read to understand both the field and the role
of product management. However this book goes
further with valuable lessons for all product
managers to master including; product lifecycle
management, aligning development and product
management goals, and establishing process around
business outcomes. It's a truly enjoyable read." Greg Cohen, author of Agile Excellence for Product
Managers "I wish I had this book 10 years ago when
I had started my career...but what is nice about this
book is that I know I will continue to use it for the
next 10 years of my career." - Silicon Valley Product
Management Association Book Review Take Charge
Product Management is "a great, easy-to-read
introduction that includes a lot of good tips and
nuggets of wisdom about how to operate effectively
within an organization as a product manager." - Jeff
Lash, How To Be A Good Product Manager "Geracie
is teaching through a fundamental tool that all
product managers should know, "the user
persona/user story." If only text books were written
like this, learning would be easier, more relevant,
and much more enjoyable." - Boston Product
Management Association Book Review "Greg
Geracie has compiled a thoroughly "user friendly',
232-page compendium of instructions, advice,
commentary, insights, tips, tricks, tools and
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under one cover! "Take Charge" fully lives up to the
Management Conflict Management
promise of its title and is enthusiastically
recommended reading!" - The Midwest Book Review
"Greg Geracie's book Take Charge Product
Management does an excellent job of explaining why
the role of a product manager is so central to the
successful integration of a company's business
functions. I also found Greg's description of the Agile
software development process and its impact upon
product managers to be particularly insightful." - MIT
Professor Steven Eppinger co-author of Product
Design and Development "Take Charge Product
Management is easy to read with a nice casual style
to the writing. It's clear that Greg has lived through
much (if not all) of Sean's experiences himself during
his career and is now imparting the wisdom gained
to the next generation of new Product Managers." Saeed Khan, On Product Management "Geracie
nails it with Take Charge Product Management. The
book's format really brings home the tools and
processes that are required to become a leader in
any organization's product management function.
Take Charge Product Management should be the
new bible for all product managers!" - Kevin Maguire,
General Manager, Philips Healthcare About the
Author Greg Geracie is the President and Founder of
Actuation Consulting, LLC., providing product
management advisory services, training, and
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Consulting is the culmination of over 23 years'
Management Conflict Management
experience in product management and marketing
leadership positions for start-ups, private equitybacked ventures, mid-sized companies, and multibillion dollar corporations.
Did you know that you are the Cheif Executive
Officer of your life? Yes, you are! Think about it.
What is the role of a CEO? A CEO is a highestranking person in a company, ultimately responsible
for making managerial decisions. Nothing will
change in your life unless you change it. If you
desire to change any area of your life, the onus is on
you to create and execute a plan that will warrant the
changes you desire. The book entitled "Success
belongs to you take charge Now!" provide principles
to improve the academic area of your life. This book
contains principles that were used throughout my
academic journey that allows me to graduate with
distinction and a reoccurrence recipient on the
Deans list. Because Success belongs to you take
charge now!
Here is a prescription for IT executives and
professionals who are sick of suffering through a
never-ending stream of technology solutions that
never really solve anything. Through his modern-day
fable of Information Technology gone awry, Bob
Boiko shows execs and tech staff alike how to
harness the I in IT to become leaders by making
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s business parable leads to a set of concrete
Management Conflict Management
methods you can use to create IT strategy and
action in your organization. Whether or not you are a
CIO, if you recognize the power of information and
have the desire to be an information leader this book
and Web-based eBook will show you the way
If you want to be the manager or the team leader
who can successfully achieve the respect of the
members, then this book is the right choice for you.
The qualities one needs to have to be an effective
Leader: ? Manage the team effectively? Manage the
team effectively? Become an inspirational leader?
Take charge of your team in an appropriate manner?
Communicate as efficiently as possible? Prioritize
your teamPick this book up and be empowered to
bring the desired change. This book can be an
orientation that would provide you strategies to
effectively manage and guide your team towards the
collective goal. Become an effortless manager by
being on the right side of your team.guide your team
towards the collective goal. Become an effortless
manager by being on the right side of your team.This
book presents you an opportunity to explore the
hidden secrets of effective team building and team
management. Take Charge of Your Team is a
comprehensive guide to excel at managing your
team productively. No mysteries or roundabout
explanations, the book tells you what you should or
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leader
When I entered the aviation industry many years
ago. No one sat me down and explained what I was
getting myself into from a real world perspective.
There was one person I knew was in the industry
and he worked nights and was very difficult to
connect with. In short, I was clueless. I made grave
mistakes and sometimes took real, once-in-a-lifetime
opportunities, for granted. I also missed some
opportunities because I was not prepared. After you
graduate aviation school, you are going to want to
have a full picture of your future. If you are currently
in the industry and have been for about 5 years, you
will still need this information to successfully finetune your career. This book will help prepare you for
a successful aviation maintenance career. It gives a
good “insider's” perspective of the aviation
maintenance industry that most would have to work
in the industry to get. It sums up what “good”
mechanics should know about their profession. It will
help you avoid the mistakes that I made thereby
improve your chances of success.Do you want to
know more about contracting? Do you know what
contracting is? What are the benefits and
disadvantages versus working with a major carrier?
Having information that you can apply is the best tool
you can have when it comes to your career.I am an
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have held positions such as: Aircraft Mechanic,
Management Conflict Management
Aircraft Maintenance Supervisor, Site Lead, Install
Manager, Regional Manager, Maintenance
Representative, Flight Engineer, Process
Improvement Manager, and Aircraft Inspector,
Through my career experiences, I feel I have very
important information to share with the many
professionals in the aviation maintenance
industry.For example: in our industry, there are
occupational basics and personal basics. Do you
know what they are and if so, do you meet them all
on a daily basis? Making sure that you do will
improve your chances for better opportunities and
promotion, at the very least will separate you from
the pack. Is aviation management one of your goals?
It could be somewhat difficult to break into but also
very lucrative. I share key information that will guide
you into that direction.Do you set professional and
personal goals for yourself? If so, do you update
them on a yearly basis? Are you measuring your
progress? People who grow and achieve in their
careers are intentional. There are tools in the book
that I share that will help you. Do you interview well?
You will after reading some of the tips that I share
after having failed miserably.Finally, I have included
a reading list that will elevate the way you approach
your job. Your personal and career success has 80%
to do with your attitude and the thoughts that you
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Workplace Communications Employee Team
titles also come in an audio format so you can listen
Management Conflict Management
as you drive to and from work. “Take Charge of Your
Aviation Career” is a great tool to add for your
career.
Instructor Resources: Teaching tips, sample syllabus
and a sample course schedule. Success isn't
something you are born with--it is carefully cultivated
and mastered. And a job, when it works well, can fit
like a glove and provide immense personal and
professional satisfaction. This book's 50 succinct
lessons will guide students as they begin their
careers in healthcare management and help them
achieve success and professional
fulfillment--whatever their role. Each of the 50
lessons outlines traits, behaviors, and skills needed
to maximize strengths, master career success, and
achieve the perfect job fit. White and Lindsey, in
various academic and healthcare management
roles, have provided career counseling for hundreds
of students and early careerists. Each lesson
concludes with helpful exercises that will prompt selfreflection and recommended resources for additional
information. Written in a conversational, friendly
style, the 50 lessons broadly cover three major
areas: managing yourself, managing your job, and
taking charge of your career. The 50 lessons are
filled with bulleted lists and quick tips and address
specific topics such as: Establishing a life vision and
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Mastering presentations through writing and
speaking tips Building and supporting strong teams
Developing a professional development plan
Balancing life and work New graduates of master's
programs and early careerists in the field will
particularly benefit from this book, but readers at
other points in their career will also find it useful.
Learn how to regain control and transform your inbox
to make it work for you. Email has become a full-time
challenge to manage, both personally and
professionally. People have become inundated with
the quantity of emails that find their way into their
inboxes, and before they know it, 3,000 emails have
taken up residence there. As a result, they become
overwhelmed, stuck, and don't know what to do. Are
you one of these people? * Understand how our
inboxes got cluttered. * Create your personal vision
of how life will be with an uncluttered inbox. * Declutter your inbox. * Develop habits to maintain your
new-and-improved inbox.
Now translated into 12 languages! This readerfriendly, icon-rich series is must reading for
managers at every level All managers, whether
brand-new to their positions or well established in
the corporate hierarchy, can use a little "brushing up"
now and then. The skills-based Briefcase Books
series is filled with ideas and strategies to help
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and valuable to their corporations. In today's fastManagement Conflict Management
changing, uncertain business environment, effective
management is more difficult than ever. The
Manager's Survival Guide is the first hands-on,
broad-brush guidebook for handling difficult
management situations with skill, diplomacy, and
success. Keying on techniques for recognizing and
dealing with problems quicklyor even before they
beginit explains how to set priorities, interface with
both upper management and employees, implement
process management, and more.
Written specifically for middle-level South African
Police (SAPS) managers, this guide explores: the
creation of a learning environment within the SAPS;
the development of general and resource
management skills and practices; and the promotion
of community policing and its role in the SAPS.
Management: Take Charge of Your
TeamCommunication, Leadership, Coaching and
Conflict ResolutionCreatespace Independent
Publishing Platform
Psychiatrist, professor, and award-winning author
Eve Wood trusts in your capacity to heal—to clear the
way to a natural state of hope, harmony, and wellbeing. The insights and tools she shares in this book
will enable you to identify and resolve your issues.
Dr. Christiane Northrup says this book is "one of the
best books I’ve ever seen on how to achieve
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world and very readable. Dr. Wood is my kind of
Management Conflict Management
doctor." Dr. Wood makes healing a simple process
that anyone can understand. She walks you through
ten steps that encompass examples, stories,
exercises, and guidance. You’ll take stock of where
you are and discover what you can do to transform
your life. You’ll learn to address your negative
thoughts and beliefs, make life choices that fit your
nature, and develop strategies to support your innate
capacity to heal. Whether you suspect that you’re
suffering from a known condition or you simply want
to understand yourself better, this insightful book is a
path, a promise, and a prayer for that truly
transformative way of healing to begin.
For people over the age of sixty, New York City is a
cluttered attic-a mess of valuables that cannot be
ignored, but that for the most part remains buried in
jargon, agencies, regulations, and eligibility forms.
New York City is, after all, a place that offers seniors
everything from discount tickets for Broadway shows
to social service agencies for those who speak
foreign languages including Spanish, Cantonese or
Tagalog. It is a place of endless benefits for those
who can dig through the junk in the attic, organize
what is there and still have the desire to leave the
house. Take Charge! The Complete Guide to Senior
Living in New York City is the first book to gather, in
a single volume, information and advice for people
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Here at last is an all-inclusive guide that addresses
Management Conflict Management
every concern for senior New Yorkers, from
entertainment and healthcare to housing and taxes.
Take Charge! reaches beyond merely listing phone
numbers and programs to giving advice on a number
of areas, from choosing an HMO, a reverse
mortgage, or an elder law attorney, to receiving
travel discounts and negotiating home care.
Containing everything a person over sixty needs to
know to make the most of life in New York City, Take
Charge! is the only comprehensive guide available
for New York seniors and their families.
Taking Charge is your guide to successful personal,
educational, and career development. This book is a great
student orientation book. The book combines academic skills
with the soft skills necessary to succeed in the workplace.
Subject areas are related to personal growth as well so that
students may see these skills are not used in isolation but
are, rather, an integral part of the ongoing development
everyone experiences in their lives.
Strategies and solutions for successful VoIP deployments
Justify your network investment The step-by-step approach to
VoIP deployment and management enables you to plan early
and properly for successful VoIP integration with your existing
systems, networks, and applications. The detailed
introduction offers a common grounding for members of both
the telephony and data networking communities. IT managers
and project leaders are armed with details on building a
business case for VoIP, including details of return-oninvestment (ROI) analysis and justification. A VoIP
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The comprehensive
look atManagement
quality of service and tuning
describes when and where to use them in a VoIP
deployment. These are often the most complex topics in
VoIP; you'll get smart recommendations on which techniques
to use in various circumstances. You learn how to plan for
VoIP security, including prevention, detection, and reaction.
Voice over IP (VoIP) is the telephone system of the future.
Problem is, VoIP is not yet widely deployed, so there are few
skilled practitioners today. As you make your move to VoIP,
how will you know how to make VoIP work and keep it
working well? What changes will you need to make without
disrupting your business? How can you show your return on
this investment? Many books contain technical details about
VoIP, but few explain in plain language how to make it run
successfully in an enterprise. Taking Charge of Your VoIP
Project provides the detailed plans you need to be successful
in your organization's deployment of VoIP. Through their
years of work in the field, authors John Q. Walker and Jeffrey
T. Hicks bring a project-oriented approach to VoIP, with muchneeded clarity on getting VoIP to work well. Taking Charge of
Your VoIP Project starts with simple concepts, each chapter
building on the knowledge from the last. Although not a
technical manual, you learn about the standards, such as
H.323, G.711, and Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP), and
the implications they have on your VoIP system. Most
importantly, you'll gain expert advice and a systematic guide
on how to make VoIP work for your organization. This volume
is in the Network Business Series offered by Cisco Press.
Books in this series provide IT executives, decision makers,
and networking professionals with pertinent information on
today's most important technologies and business strategies.
158720092903152004
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you're looking forConflict
an effective
and proven approach to
product management – one that recognizes that the majority
of product managers enter the field with little or no training
and must learn through trial and error – this is the book for
you. Take Charge Product Management guides you step-bystep along the product management path with tips, tactics,
and tools to make you and your products more successful.
Whether you're a new or experienced product manager, or a
seasoned executive leading a team of product managers, this
hands-on guide arms you with best practices to optimize your
time and effectiveness and increase your value. Learn how
to: • Understand what's expected of you at each stage of your
company's growth • Add value to your organization by
understanding your executives' expectations • Evaluate the
range of product management approaches available • Gather
the mission-critical information you need to succeed •
Develop an effective vision for your offering • Align your
organization behind your product decisions • Form crossfunctional teams and synchronize with the development team
• Shift from reactive to proactive product management •
Document your results
2 BOOKS IN 1 - TODAY IS THE DAY... TAKE CHARGE OF
YOUR TEAM! AND GIVE YOURSELF THE EDGE NEEDED
TO BECOME A LEADER THAT PEOPLE WANT TO
FOLLOW. Book 1 - Management: Take Charge of Your
Team: Communication and Leadership Team management is
important, but it isn't about being important. It's about being
there for your team members when they need you and
overseeing the project from a managerial point of view. That
means that you need to have a lot of skills including the ones
shown in this book. Your team can only be as effective as you
are. There is nowhere to throw blame when you are a team
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is that your teamConflict
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will follow your lead and will do so
with added enthusiasm if they see that you have enthusiasm
and vision to get a job done. The idea behind writing this
book was to use my experience to help those starting out and
to be able to give useful and sound advice. There are many
corporate style books on leadership. What makes mine
different is that it's written by someone who has been where
you are currently standing, and who understands your
difficulty with being faced with the job of team leader for the
first time. Walk through the pages and learn how it's done. It's
actually easier than you may imagine, once you know what it
is that you need to be doing. In this book you will learn how
to: Effectively communicate with your team Allocate and
delegate Identify your teams strengths and weaknesses
Become a great leader And much, much more Book 2 Leadership: Take Charge of Your Team: Coach, Motivate and
Inspire With technological advancements and globalization
changing the way that businesses operate, it follows that
organizational management must adapt to meet the needs of
the times, and this calls for the evolution of leadership.
Whether you are a high-level executive in a large corporation
or an entrepreneur managing a handful of employees, you
surely encounter challenges in managing and leading your
people. Where most leaders make a mistake, is thinking that
their position and authority are enough for their people to
follow them. However, in today's work environment, this is not
the case and may even be counterproductive. However, don't
fret because this book is geared toward helping you adapt
and evolve your leadership style to become the leader that
your employees, subordinates, and peers would like to
emulate. Specifically, this book will help you: Learn how
leadership has evolved Gain knowledge of how to coach
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of an inspiring leader
Create
a positive vision for your team
Drive a winning culture Sustain a productive and positive
work environment Learn how to lead with confidence
Delegate and empower Embrace empathetic leadership
Deliver critical messages Build great relationships Lead a
virtual team DO NOT DELAY! Grab a copy of this book today,
and experience new levels of success!
Working women face special time-management problems,
often struggling to balance the work, physical and emotional
aspects of their lives, this text puts forward. Often, too,
traditional attitudes and training make it difficult for them to
delegate, make demands or simply say no. This guide
presents a programme to help empower women to take
charge of their time and their lives both on and off the job,
whether they're single or married, with or without children, in
a traditional or non-traditional job.
The primary goal of this edition of Exploring Managementis to
help build core management competencies for today's global
and more complex workplace, including issues related to
planning, organizing, leading, and controlling (POLC) - with
more hands-on type materials such as cases, exercises, and
application. Schermerhorn uses a conversational and
interactive writing style to master concepts in a bite-size and
fundamental approach. This text presents managerial
concepts and theory in a straight-forward, interesting style
with a strong emphasis on application. The discussion of
theory is framed in a unique, engaging, and concise way. The
goal is to promote critical thinking and ability to make sound
business decisions using managerial theory. Concepts are
explored and reinforced by most hands-on applications,
exercises, cases, and the integration of technology. The text
also focuses on the most important aspects of the POLC
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difference? Here's
how! If you've
ever felt that you're stuck in
a job rut or pigeonholed in a role then this book is for you.
International speaker, author and mentor, Amanda Blesing,
has created an easy, definitive guide for women in the
workplace. Drawing upon over three decades worth of career
thrills, spills and excitement, most recently seeing her as CEO
in the NFP sector, she's compiled the latest research into
gender diversity, along with statistics, data and stories to not
only help you create a career that makes a difference, but to
Step Up, Speak Out and Take Charge of your life and your
career. You will learn: - 5 powerful reasons why you should
step up, speak out and take charge - The research behind the
gender diversity argument - 8 common credibility killers that
undermine women in meetings and job interviews - The #1
emotion that will stop you in your career tracks every time The essentials of negotiating your next pay rise with bigger
and better outcomes for you - Trade secrets of successful
career women who've climbed the career ladder before you
"Stop being busy and start being strategic." - Amanda Blesing
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